We propose an algorithm which improved our previous cuckoo search in RBF (Radial Basis Function) neural network by incorporating Gaussian distribution. Our algorithm can be used to forecast flood level in a river to assist in decision-making. Problems with training network in the classical method is that the best solution might unintentionally derive from local minima rather than the global one where we preferred. Hence, we train differently the parameters of neural network using a cuckoo search algorithm. The modified cuckoo search algorithm in RBF neural network uses Gaussian distribution in generating a cuckoo egg. We implement our algorithm using the actual water level from Little Wabash River as the input. The root mean squared errors of the previous results are improved by three new changes; increasing the number of input neurons, increasing the number of RBF nodes and changing the way the algorithm generated cuckoo eggs. Our results show that using cuckoo search via Gaussian distribution in the training phase of RBF neural network are preferable in both terms of time taken and prediction error.
Introduction
ANN (Artificial Neural Network) is inspired by the bioelectrical network in human's brain. In order to solve the real world problem, a mathematical model and a complex network is needed. The complex network can be applied to various applications, such as data clustering, data recognition, function approximation, regression, and so on. Many research in flood forecasting field indicated that RBF (Radial Basis Function) neural network which is a type of ANN, is commonly used [1, 2, 3] . To train the parameters of neural networks, evolutionary algorithms are frequently exploited, for example, particle swarm optimization algorithm [3] , genetic algorithms [4] , differential evolution algorithm [5] and, introduced recently, the cuckoo search algorithm [6] . However, results from Yang and Deb [7] confirmed that the optimal answers found by cuckoo search (CS) algorithm are superior than the ones found by particle swarm optimization or genetic algorithm.
In the previous paper we studied "the impact of using different RBF functions and discussed the error between the forecast and the actual values of the water level from Little Wabash river" [6] . Our intended application was to use the algorithm as a tool to forecast flood level in the river for ease in decision-making. We mentioned that the reason for applying cuckoo search was to prevent the network from converging into local minima which occurred in the traditional method of training the network [6] . In this paper, our main contribution is that we apply a novel CS via Gaussian distribution (GCS) [12] as an ANN training algorithm. The Gaussian distribution will replace Lévy Flights in generating a cuckoo egg. We show that this new algorithm will not only improve the accuracy but also reduce the time taken to train parameters of ANN. In addition, we improve the accuracy of our previous results by investigating the suitable variables for model selection such as the number of input neurons, and the number of RBF nodes. We will separately increase the number of input neurons in input layer, and the number of RBF nodes in hidden layer to see their effects. We also perform the generalization ability test to verify our choice.
The paper is organized as follows. We explain the technical background of RBF neural network in Section 2. We give the details of cuckoo search via Lévy Flights before we propose our modified cuckoo search algorithm via Gaussian distribution in Section 3. In Section 4 we present how our algorithm was implemented and we provide the experimental results and analysis. In Section 5 we verify the network generalization ability. Eventually, we give the conclusion and the recommendation in Section 6.
RBF Neural Network
Radial Basis Function (RBF) is a real-valued function [8, 3] . The value of function depends on the distance from origin. So we can express the RBF as in Equation 1 [3, 6] .
Suppose we can move the origin freely, we call the new origin as a center. If there exists a new center c, then the new distance will be the distance from x to c. The modified equation after setting c as a new center is shown in Equation 2 [3, 6] .
There are many kinds of RBF, such as Gaussian function, Polyharmonic function, Multiquadratic function and function of Euclidean distance. In this paper, we use Gaussian function as an RBF.
RBFs can be used to build a function approximation using Equation 3 [3, 6] .
The value f (x) is a summation of N -RBFs where each RBF has different center c i and weighted w i .
Hidden Layer Input Layer
Output Layer + Figure 1 . Example of 3-Layers RBF Network Structure. [6] "The summation of weighted RBFs forms a threelayers neural network with RBF nodes in the hidden layer as shown in Figure 1 . Approximation of this kind has been particularly used in time-series prediction and non-linear system control." [6] In this paper, we will train two parameters of the network namely, c i (center) and w i (weight). There are several ways for training these parameters, for example, gradient descent method, Newton's method, Orthogonal Least Square, and so on. The gradient descent is the simplest method to implement. However, the drawback of gradient descent is that it can stuck in local minima. The artificial intelligence methods have been introduced to overcome such problem. For instance, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3] and cuckoo search (CS) are used to train the neural network. "Yang and Deb showed that the optimal solutions obtained by CS are far better than the best solutions obtained by an efficient particle swarm optimizer or genetic algorithms. In particular, CS can be modified to give a relatively high convergence rate to the true global minimum. It is claimed that CS is more generic and robust for many optimization problems, comparing with other metaheuristic algorithms." [6, 7, 9] In Section 3 we will discuss how cuckoo search is used for our parameter training.
Cuckoo Search
Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm for optimization [7] . CS is a meta-heuristic search algorithm inspired by cuckoo breeding strategy such that cuckoos lay eggs in the nests of other host birds that sometimes are from different species [6, 9] . Cuckoo reproduction technique involves parasitic hatching of eggs. Cuckoos mimic their eggs as close as possible to the host birds such as color and size of the eggs. If the host bird discovers that an egg in the nest is not its own, the host bird may reject the egg by destroying or even leaving its nest. This reproduction has resulted in the evolution of cuckoo eggs to become as similar as possible to the features of the host-bird eggs [6, 7, 9] .
Cuckoo Search via Lévy Flights
Lévy Flights is a meta-heuristic random walk algorithm and has been used as part of various search algorithms [10, 6] . For a cuckoo search algorithm, Lévy Flights was introduced as a significant step for generating cuckoo eggs which imitates animal flight behavior. "In nature, the flight behavior of many animals and insects has demonstrated a random manner. The foraging path of an animal usually has the next move based on the current state and the transition probability to the next state. Which direction it chooses depends implicitly on a probability that can be modeled mathematically. Lévy Flights is characterized by a series of instantaneous jumps chosen from a heavy-tailed probability density function." [6, 9] In eash step of calculating Lévy Flights, we compute a step length by using Mantegna's equation below [6, 11] 
The two random variables u and v are drawn from normal distributions and 0 < β ≤ 2 is the Lévy distribution index, that is
The σ 2 u and σ 2 v presented in Equation 5 [6, 11] are variances of the distributions which derive from Equation 6 [6, 11] .
The symbol ∼ in Equation 5 means the random variable obeys the distribution on the right. We recommend reading of Xin-She Yang [11] for details of the above equations.
Normally, CS algorithm uses the Lévy Flights to generate new solutions, as known as eggs, in every iteration. Since Lévy Flights is a global optimization algorithm, the result from cuckoo search will not be trapped in local optimum. In each iteration, the best solution is saved. Thus the best solution is guaranteed that it will not be overwritten. However, Lévy Flights search relies on the random scheme, the fast convergence and precision using Lévy Flights cannot be guaranteed [12] . Hence, we will replace Lévy Flights in cuckoo search with Gaussian distribution. The comparison will be made between the classical technique (that is, Lévy Flights) with this new idea. We present the cuckoo search algorithm via Gaussian distribution in the next section.
Cuckoo Search via Gaussian Distribution
In this section we modify the technique for generating a cuckoo egg. The core component of our modified cuckoo search will be Gaussian distribution instead of Lévy Flights.
Gaussian distribution is a continuous probability distribution. It has a bell-shaped probability density function. The Gaussian function which generates the bell curve is shown in Equation 7 .
In the above equation, the µ is the mean. The σ is the standard deviation and σ 2 is the variance. Zheng and Zhou [12] found that Lévy Flights makes the search relies on random scheme, thus the fast convergence and precision cannot be guaranteed. They proposed the Gaussian distribution based cuckoo search (GCS) which uses Gaussian distribution instead of Lévy Flights to generate a new cuckoo's egg. The final equations involve in GCS are as follows:
where σ 0 and µ are constants and k is the current generation number and
where
i is an i th solution after passing t iterations, α is the step size, ⊕ means entry-wise walk while multiplications. However, Zheng and Zhou suggested that we can set α = 1 in most cases [12] .
Moreover, Zheng and Zhou [12] convinced that GCS performs better than CS via Lévy Flights. From their results, GCS takes lesser generations over 20 trials to reach the expected value. That means GCS has higher convergence rate compared to the CS via Lévy Flights.
We based our cuckoo search algorithm on three rules by Yang and Deb [7] before merging Zheng and Zhou principal [12] to obtain the cuckoo search via Gaussian distribution. The three rules are listed below.
1. " Cuckoo bird lays an egg that signifies a solution to the problem, one at a time and place the egg in a host nest randomly.
2. A portion of nests with low quality eggs is abandoned whereas the eggs, or solutions, with high fitness are kept for the next evaluation.
3. The probability of discovering cuckoo egg by the host bird is given by p a ∈ [0, 1] where the number of nests is the same for all evaluation. Every time cuckoo egg is found, the host bird will either destroy the egg or leaving the nest leading to a construction of new nest with random solution." [6, 7, 12] Algorithm 1 Cuckoo Search via Gaussian Distribution Initialize a population of n host nests x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n for all x i do Compute initial fitness F i = f (x i ) end for while NumberObjectiveEvaluations < MaxEvaluations do Generate a cuckoo egg (x j ) by using Equation 9 [6, 12] describes GCS algorithm. The complete picture of how this algorithm is used in RBF neural network is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 RBF NN with CS via Gaussian Distribution
Initialize nests for cuckoo search Initialize RBF neural network configuration Retrieve the training data while NumberObjectiveEvaluations < MaxEvaluations do for all cuckoo nests do for all training data do Feed forward neural network Compute function approximation y i error i ← actual data -network output end for Compute the R.M.S.E end for //Adjusting network parameters using cuckoo search Generate a cuckoo egg (x j ) using Equation 9 
Implementation and Experimental Results
We implemented two RBF neural network training algorithms, one using cuckoo search via Lévy Flights [6] and the other one using cuckoo search via Gaussian distribution (Algorithm 2). The implementation is done in GNU Octave 3.4.3. A standard computer with 1 GB of RAM and 3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor is used in our experiments.
RBF can be any functions that depend on the distance from the center as described before in Section 2. Commonly used types of RBF include Euclidean distance, Gaussian, Polyharmonic, Multiquadratic, and so on. In our implementation, the RBF is Gaussian function. The function that we use in our implementations is given in Equation 10.
Gaussian function in Equation 10 generates the symmetric bell curve where a is the height of the peak, µ is the center position, and the variance (σ 2 ) controls the width of the curve.
"Artificial neural network training is processed in epochs. An epoch consists of feed-forwarding, evaluations and parameters adjustment." [6] Our study concentrates on the parameter adjustment (parameter training). The trained parameters of RBF neural network are center (c i ) and weights (w i ). The conventional training algorithm of these parameters, gradient descent based back propagation, sometimes causes the network to stuck in local minima rather than global minimum. Thus, we introduced the CS algorithm for parameters training of RBF neural network [6] . Cuckoo search algorithm finds the suitable parameters which lead the output of RBF neural network to fit the expected value. After the number of generations, RBF neural network produces an acceptable result determined by the stop criterion, the training process is flagged as completed. We use the R.M.S.E (root mean squared error) to estimate the forecasting residuals. The R.M.S.E is computed using the following equations:
We set the maximum number of evaluations at 2 × 10 6 as stop criterion for our experiments.
We have conducted three experiments. First, we increase the number of input neurons in input layer and investigate the effect this increment has on the R.M.S.E. Second, we increase the number of RBF nodes in hidden layer. We expected that both actions will improve the accuracy of our forecast output and bring the forecast values significantly closer to the actual values. In the third experiment, we train the RBF neural network with CS via Gaussian distribution instead of CS via Lévy Flights to test Zheng and Zhou's claim that CS via Gaussian Distribution has higher convergence rate than the CS via Lévy Flights [12] . We also investigate the time spent in the training process because we believe that the computational time will be improved using CS via Gaussian distribution.
We obtained the hydrograph samples of Little Wabash river from USGS. The modified algorithm presented in Section 3 was trained with 2010 sample data which comprised of 100 day samples. The graphical result displays the water level (ft) on vertical axis and day of the recorded sample on the horizontal axis.
The results are divided into three parts and they are presented in the next section. Note that in the first two parts we use CS via Lévy Flights for training the network parameters. The training algorithm will be replaced by CS via Gaussian distribution in the third part.
Number of Input Neurons
We studied how the number of input neurons in input layer of the ANN, as shown in Figure 1 , affect the forecasting result. The number of RBF nodes (N -RBFs) in hidden layer is fixed to N = 3. In the previous result [6] the number of input neurons was set to 3. In this paper, the number of input neurons will be increased from 3 to 5.
Increasing the input neurons to five means the network is going to take more inputs feed-forwarding into the RBF nodes from the previous five days. Note that our inputs are the water level for 100 days-record.
The result using 3 input neurons is shown in Figure 2 In contrast, the result using 5 input neurons has the forecast values that are quite similar to the real values from Day 48 to Day 57 as shown in Figure 3 . However, the other periods are worse than using 3 input neurons.
In comparison, we found that the forecast results of Figure 2 used the root mean squared error to determine which one is better. The R.M.S.E of using 3 input neurons is 2.884 while the R.M.S.E of using 5 input neurons is 2.816. From the R.M.S.E mentioned above, using 5 input neurons gave a bit better result than using 3 input neurons. However, it consumes more computation time and the error is not significantly reduced. Therefore, there is a trade-off between accuracy and computation time when we consider increasing the number of input neurons.
Number of RBF Nodes
In this section, we use more RBF nodes (N -RBFs) in hidden layer of ANN. Both results shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 were using 3-RBFs. We will increase the number of RBF nodes from 3 to 5 and see the effect on the R.M.S.E.
The result of three input neurons when changing from 3-RBFs to 5-RBFs is shown in Figure 4 . Similarly, the result of five input neurons when changing from 3-RBFs to 5-RBFs is shown in Figure 5 .
Unlike the result using 3 input neurons and 3-RBFs in Figure 2 , the forecast values in Figure 4 using 5-RBFs followed significantly closer to the actual values. So using 5-RBFs gives the more accurate result than using 3-RBFs. Compared to the result using 5 input neurons and 3-RBFs in Figure 3 , this forecast values in Figure 5 are significantly closer to the actual values. In summary, after increasing the number of RBF nodes from 3 to 5, the root mean squared error is reduced. In the case of using 3 input neurons, the R.M.S.E is reduced from 2.884 to 2.258. Similarly, the R.M.S.E is reduced from 2.816 to 2.260 using 5 input neurons. However, it consumes more computation time, although in this case the error is significantly reduced. Therefore, there is also a trade-off between accuracy and computation time when we consider increasing the number of RBF nodes.
Comparison of Lévy Flights and Gaussian Distribution
In this section, we concentrate on the training part of the RBF neural network algorithm. We replace CS via Lévy Flights with CS via Gaussian distribution (GCS). We performed 4 more tests which use 3 input neurons and 3-RBFs, 3 input neurons and 5-RBFs, 5 input neurons and 3-RBFs, 5 input neurons and 5-RBFs. However, all of these tests are based on GCS and not CS via Lévy Flights. The results of using GCS are as shown in Figure 6 , 7, 8 and 9, respectively. First, we discuss the result using GCS with 3 input neurons and 3-RBFs ( Figure 6 ). We found that the forecast values are closer to the actual values than using Lévy Flights (see Figure 2) .
Second, we found that using 3 input neurons and 5-RBFs, as shown in Figure 7 , displays the similar result as the CS via Lévy Flights (see Figure 4) . However, the forecast values from Day 33 to Day 40 using CS via Gaussian distribution are better than using Lévy Flights, although overall the root mean squared errors are quite the same. Third, the result of using GCS with 5 input neurons and 3-RBFs is shown in Figure 8 . This result is similar to the one using Lévy Flights in Figure 3 . In term of root mean squared error, this result has no improvement.
Finally, the fourth result using GCS to train the network parameters is depicted in Figure 9 . The network consists of 5 input neurons and 5-RBFs. We found that the forecast values here are better when training with CS via Lévy Flights.
The summary of all root mean squared error presented is given in Table 1 . Training the network parameters with Lévy Flights using more input neurons seems to improve the R.M.S.E only slightly whereas using more RBF nodes gives a significant improvement in term of R.M.S.E. The result of 5-RBFs clearly has a better R.M.S.E than 3-RBFs. Training the network parameters with GCS using more input neurons or more RBF nodes results in no clear improvements. We can only conclude that 3 input neurons and 3-RBFs are suitable choice. However, the by-product of the result is very useful. The computation time recorded in our log file reveals that switching from Lévy Flights to GCS reduced the time taken in the training process by 41.67%. Therefore, we strongly recommend to use CS via Gaussian distribution in the training phase of RBF neural network.
Generalization Ability Test
In this section we will investigate the generalization ability loss of the already-trained network with separate test data. Two main issues that make the network lack of generalization are overfitting and underfitting. The network that is not complex enough will fail to work with complicated data and will lead to the underfitting problem. On the other hand, the network that is too complex might be sensitive to the noise in data. It means that the network not only fit the training data but also fit the noise causing the overfitting problem. The network with only one RBF node in the hidden layer may solve the problem but the number of RBF nodes shall be increased to improve the accuracy [13] . There are several researches in flood and river flow forecasting that work with six or seven RBF nodes in the hidden layer [3, 14] and four input neurons in the input layer [3] .
To avoid overfitting and underfitting problems, we chose to study on three and five of input neurons and RBF nodes as it is in the middle range. This technique is based on model selection which often uses to avoid the lack of generalization. Eventually, we test the generalization ability to ensure that our choice is suited. We set up a separate test data which is the height of the same river as the trained data, however, this time we use 2011 data. For consistency, the new data will also comprise of 100 day samples collected at the same location as the 2010 data. We experimented with 8 models of network configurations as before. Due to space limitation we present only 4 plots with GCS algorithm (see . However, the complete results are given in Table 2 in the form of the prediction error (R.M.S.E). We emphasize that the new neural network training algorithm in this paper is GCS, not the CS via Lévy Flights algorithm.
According to Table 2 , the R.M.S.E of 6.818 for three input neurons and three RBF nodes trained by GCS is a bit excessive. This may cause by the mentioned underfitting problem. The result confirms that in our case study, three input neurons and five RBF nodes gives the best generalization for both training algorithms. This result is consistent with the result in the previous section.
Conclusion
We implemented parameter adjustment algorithms for RBF neural network. The cuckoo search via Lévy Flights and via Gaussian distribution were in our studies. The proposed methods can be used for flood forecasting and other similar real-life problems such as monitoring water reservoir for drought prediction, predicting tide and so on. The effects of increasing input neurons and increasing the RBF nodes were investigated. The cuckoo search via Lévy Flights and via Gaussian distribution are compared and discussed. We found that the time taken to train parameters of neural network are reduced significantly when adapting the cuckoo search via Gaussian distribution. It would be also interesting to replace the current 3 GHz machine with the machine having higher computational power. We expect that the parallel distributed processing would reduce the training time dramatically. We encourage this idea as an open problem.
